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EDITOR'S NOTE
As we head into the end of the year, generations to come will forever associate
2020 with the new reality that has hit home in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic,
changing all that is mundane and normal in our lives.
Educational institutions and students, along with the management and faculty,
have not been spared. The education of the future therefore has to adjust in
tandem with the changes taking root in the domestic and international realms.
WOU is no exception – the University is taking the changes in stride and proactively stepping up to efficiently connect with students and the community
through virtual platforms.
The University, in collaboration with other institutions, has participated in webinars
and conferences to discuss the challenges students face in the wake of the
pandemic, and what can be done to cope with the situation. Our students’ health physical and certainly mental as well - must be safeguarded. WOU has also
organised online talks to equip them with pertinent learning skills.
With a goal to position itself as a higher education institution of choice, WOU is
setting up a city campus, adding to its main seaside headquarters in Penang, and
its string of regional offices across the country. Located in the heart of George
Town, the Bangunan Wawasan building will house the new School of Digital
Technology (DiGiT) which will offer courses/programmes to sharpen digital
literacy skills among students.
A delightful and welcoming development is WOU joining StudyPENANG,
paving the way for greater collaboration with other member institutions to better
serve the community at large. The current global crisis inadvertently demands
institutions to move forward, both individually and collectively, to ensure that the
interests of learners are protected.
On a lighter note, we at WOU also share the joy of two remarkable students who
participated in the 2019 SEA Games and brought glory to the nation – and the
University. Congratulations!
We look forward to ushering the New Year with hope and optimism, while being
mindful always of our educational responsibility and gearing up for whatever
comes our way.
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IN THE KNOW

The Covid-19 pandemic has brought dramatic changes
to the world of education. Forced to adapt, institutions
of higher learning have intensified their focus on online
teaching and learning, as well as on online assessments.
Indeed, e-learning has become a part of mainstream
education and will persist in post-pandemic times even
when conventional classes return.
Due to the overwhelming rise in people opting for online
learning, the face of education itself is changing. The
pandemic has blown open the doors of digital technology
to enhance the delivery of education.
What this has in turn done is to catalyse innovation.
Educational institutions are compelled to harness and utilise
the suite of available technological tools to create content for
remote learning - which must be imaginative and ingenious
for the new market.
Many institutions have had to move large portions of their
teaching to the online sphere. Universities are now able to
offer students the option to take their courses online.
However, teachers and students have been generally
unprepared to make the transition to remote learning quickly
and over a short period. Some have been less successful in
adapting to the new medium than others.
Another crucial aspect is for universities to improve the
students’ online learning experience. It is more than teachers
talking to students over Zoom, Skype or any other similar
platforms.
Universities must handle their online operations well –
covering the full range of academic and administrative needs
– to maintain the quality of instruction. Learners must be fully
engaged and the teaching must be creative. The materials
must be adequate and administrative support efficient.
LIFELONG LEARNING AND TEACHING THE RIGHT SKILLS
Interestingly, the explosive surge in online education will
also have a lasting impact on lifelong learning, and not
just on the pursuit of a degree. Achieving a degree will
no longer be seen as an endpoint but as the beginning of
a long journey. That is why more people are embracing
lifelong learning.
In line with this, institutions must also make it financially
worthwhile for students to pursue their studies. Teaching

the right subjects and adopting a multidisciplinary approach
are also important to help students be part of tomorrow’s
workforce. Gone are the days when students merely learnt
specific theoretical knowledge and then got tested through
examinations.
The future favours universities that equip learners with the
right skills and produce the right talents. Students need to
study a wide set of skills that can be applied to real-world
work scenarios, as opposed to sticking to those only linked
to a specific job role.
ENSURE QUALITY DELIVERY ACROSS THE BOARD
Students and academics alike have questioned how the
quality of the courses or programmes can be maintained
when conventional teaching and assessment methods
cannot be used in the virtual world. The learning outcomes
must therefore be assessed appropriately to ensure that
they are met.
It is also important to note that some students without
reliable Internet access or technology struggle to
participate in digital learning. This shortcoming is seen
across countries, creating a gap between different income
brackets and areas.
Tertiary institutions must consider reworking their courses,
without unduly affecting quality, to take up less bandwidth
so as to accommodate such learners who have weaker
Internet connections.
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IN THE KNOW

 Prof Dr Cecilia A Essau.

 Dr Fred Toke.

 Dr Kam Wong.

 Primary school counsellors registering for the event.

 Counsellors participating in one of the workshops.

In conjunction with World Mental Health Day on 10 October
2020, WOU hosted the Penang International Forum on
Mental Health at its main campus to discuss the impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown on the mental health
of children and adolescents.

HELP KIDS TO NAVIGATE EDUCATION AND LIFE

The event on 6th and 7th October 2020 was organised by
the Penang Education Council, the Ministry of Education,
and WOU’s School of Education, Humanities & Social
Sciences (SEHS). The Penang Mental Health Association,
Creativity at Heart and the Centre for Creative Arts Therapy
Penang acted as event partners.
Some 140 counsellors from primary schools in Penang
joined the sessions held on the first day, and another 128
from secondary schools the following day.
In his officiating speech, Penang Deputy Chief Minister
II Prof Dr P Ramasamy stressed the forum’s importance in
creating awareness, and highlighting preventive measures
and interventions, to deal with mental health problems in
schools. Also present at the opening were WOU Deputy
Vice Chancellor (Academic & Educational Technology) Prof
Zoraini Wati Abas, SEHS Dean Assoc Prof Dr Thomas Chow
Voon Foo, and organsing chairperson Fatimah Hassan.
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Psychiatrist Dr Kam Wong, from Sydney, cautioned that
a child’s mental health can be affected by social isolation,
unemployment/retrenchment of parents, family disharmony
and the inability to adapt to online schooling. Even “new
normal” practices like wearing of face masks, temperature
checks and physical distancing can affect them, he said.
It is important that the young people find a sense of certainty
and normalcy, and maintain a sense of well-being. He called
on parents, teachers and school counsellors to help them to
navigate education and life.
“Try to celebrate milestones like birthdays as much as possible.
It would help if another person, like a counsellor, regularly
checks in on them,” he said. “Encourage them to learn to
improve their confidence and competence, to connect via
virtual platforms to build relationships, to do something
for others so that they are outwardly focused, and to watch
television and exercise.”
He urged schools to be alert to mental health issues and
learn to read behind the child’s bad behaviour or personal
deviations. “De-stigmatising of mental health issues should

IN THE KNOW

be part of the school curriculum. The child must be taught
basic stress management, and distress-tolerance skills
like relaxation, mindfulness and how to face anxiety and
depression.”
IMPORTANCE OF ROUTINE AND SELF-REGULATION
SKILLS
Dato’ Dr Lai Fong Hwa, Assoc Prof of Psychiatry at Penang
Medical College, said children with special education needs
include those with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorders,
Autism Spectrum Disorders, Intellectual Developmental
Disorders and Learning Disorders.
He said changes to the child’s daily routines, reduced
personal space and time alone, and increased noise levels
at home can make them more anxious, irritable, angry and
stressed. He suggested establishing a routine to promote
predictability, security and safety for the child.
 Datin Indranee Liew and Dato’ Dr Lai Fong Hwa.

Datin Indranee Liew from Penang Mental Health Association
said that prolonged intense stress, like that brought about by
Covid-19, in the absence of protection by supportive adults,
increases the risk of physical and mental illness.
“As the stress keeps increasing, their performance
decreases. Too much stress can lead to anger, exhaustion,
panic, anxiety and breakdowns.” She said the child may
struggle to pay attention in school, cry, feel agitated, find
difficulty sleeping, become defiant and avoid activities.
She advised teaching them self-regulation skills to manage
their emotions, impulses and behaviour, and to adapt to a
new environment. “Teach them to take deep breaths or to
count to 10 if upset; reinforce good responses; explain they
must follow rules if they want to play; encourage them to
talk through problems with someone they trust; teach them
alternative behaviours which are socially acceptable; and
delay gratification.”
MITIGATING ANXIETY AND PHOBIA IN ADOLESCENTS
Prof Dr Cecilia A Essau, from University of Roehampton,
London, spoke about forms of anxiety that teens can
experience. These include separation anxiety, panic
disorder, social phobias (e.g. being negatively judged by
others), obsessive-compulsive disorder, generalised anxiety
from routine life issues, and post-traumatic stress disorder.
Referring to Malaysia’s National Health and Morbidity
Survey 2017, she noted that suicidal behaviour was highest
among Form One students as they transition from primary
to secondary school.
She listed some predictors of anxiety disorders as lifestyle
factors (e.g. lack of sleep, poor diet); being female;
cognitive dysfunction; life events; and genetic and
environmental factors (e.g. family climate, reinforcement of
anxious behaviours, excessively protective and controlling
parenting, and childhood adversities).

“What we do in our daily life is actually part of anxiety
reduction, like our cultural practices and values,” Prof
Cecilia stated. Her advice to adolescents to cope with
the pandemic: “Monitor your normal routine, talk about
your feelings with friends or family, take up a new hobby,
exercise, stay physically healthy, reduce exposure to news
or social media, write about your thoughts and experience,
and look at the positive side of things.”
SCREEN ADDICTION AND ROLE OF PARENTS
Meanwhile psychologist Dr Fred Toke, clinical director of
Celebrating Life Resource Centre, Singapore, highlighted
that excessive use of mobile phones can lead to Screen
Dependency Disorder (SDD) or screen addicted kids. A
majority of parents surveyed do not supervise the ‘computer
time’ of their children.
“Parents must have clear boundaries and set a right balance
at home on the use of devices for learning,” he said. “If you
do not supervise, young children will go to all sorts of sites
and games, and suffer SDD at the adolescence stage.”
Parents must set rules and boundaries while at the same
time maintain a relationship with their children so that
their kids grow up healthy, Dr Toke stated. “Rules without
relationship lead to rebellion. All relationship-no rules lead
to entitlement, while no rules-no relationship lead to a
messed-up kid.”
Screen dependency can also be overcome through activities
like exercise, monopoly, painting, and touch-and-play such
as taking walks while carrying your baby on the back.
He noted that a study on children and adolescents showed
increased Internet addiction, alcohol and smoking during
the Covid-19-related crisis in China. “Extended family and
professional support should be considered for vulnerable
individuals during these unprecedented times,” he said.
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IN THE LIMELIGHT
Hoe has set his eyes firmly on even greater sporting and
career success. “I hope to represent Malaysia in the Olympic
Games and also help athletes through sports psychology,”
he said.
Two accomplished sportsmen who represented Malaysia
in the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games) are yearning to
use the knowledge and qualification provided by their WOU
degrees to boost their careers in the future.
Thomson Hoe, 27, a black belt karate exponent, and Fabian
Chow Hoong Fee, 22, a floorball player, both won medals
in the 30th SEA Games held in the Philippines from 30
November to 11 December 2019.
Hoe, who hails from Penang, is pursuing the Bachelor of Arts
(Hons) in Psychology through open distance learning. He won
gold for Malaysia in the men’s team kata competition, along
with teammates Ivan Oh and Emmanuel Leong, in 2019.

Chow, also a Penangite, is pursuing the Bachelor of
Management (Hons) with Psychology (BMPS) through oncampus learning. He has been playing floorball since the
age of 13.
He played for school, club and state – including the 2017
Merdeka Cup - and now proudly dons the national vest
of the country. “This was my first SEA Games and it was a
memorable experience,” he said. “I felt proud representing the
country and playing the sport I love. We won bronze and I played
as a defender.”

“We trained for years to make sure we achieved our targets
and bring glory to Malaysia,” he said. “We performed the kata
with a bunkai during the medal bout, carefully synchronising
our movements and execution of techniques.” Incidentally,
Hoe had also won a gold medal in the 2017 SEA Games.
“I started karate when I was 9 years old. I won two gold
medals for Penang in the 2014 Malaysia Games (Sukma
Games). I have been representing Malaysia since 2012 and
have won several medals in international competitions,
including the 2014 World Karate Championship.”

 Fabian (left) playing for Penang in 2017.

WOU has joined an initiative under the Penang government
to promote the state as a hub of excellence for higher
education. As the newest member of StudyPENANG, WOU
will benefit the state agency by virtue of its vast experience
in open distance learning.

Speaking at a StudyPENANG committee meeting held at the
main campus on 25 September 2020, Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Academic & Educational Technology) Prof Zoraini Wati Abas
said the University looked forward to working together as a
team to further higher education in Penang.

 Hoe with his gold at the 2019 SEA Games.

WOU also offers General Education Subjects (MPU) and
short courses or micro-credentials, paving the way for
students of member institutions in StudyPENANG to join
its undergraduate and postgraduate programmes and to
pursue lifelong learning for career advancement.
StudyPENANG executive director Khoo Boo Lim, in
welcoming WOU into the fold, informed that the University
is the agency’s fifteenth ordinary member. The agency also
has two associate members, namely Penang Global Tourism
and Clinical Hypnotherapy Practitioners Malaysia.
Among those present at the meeting was Centre for
Foundation Studies head Jasmine Emmanuel who is WOU’s
point person for StudyPENANG,.

 StudyPENANG members pose for a photo after the meeting.
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StudyPENANG was formed in 2012 under the aegis of
Penang Global Tourism.

IN THE LIMELIGHT

It is an acknowledged fact that
WOU students’ marketability,
as well as their knowledge and
skills, becomes enhanced when
new research knowledge is
applied in the teaching-andlearning process.

 Prof Balakrishnan.

In light of this, the Centre for Research and Innovation
(CeRI) aims to strengthen WOU’s efforts in research
and innovation, and in dissemination of knowledge. It
focuses on achieving these through the capacity-building
of faculty, as well as development of the University’s
infostructure and infrastructure.
Headed by Dr Balakrishnan Muniandy, Professor at the
School of Education, Humanities and Social Sciences,
CeRI also supports academics to apply for various
research grants and publish/present their research works
in journals and conferences. It encourages faculty to
advance collaborative research projects on issues like
open distance learning, educational technology and
learner support.
The CeRI committee includes a representative from each
WOU School. This helps to fulfil the centre’s vision in
encouraging faculty members to participate in research
and innovation, and disseminate research output to both
the university folk and the wider community at large.
CeRI is also focused on collaborating with the Ministry
of Higher Education, universities, industries, NGOs and
international organisations in relevant activities. It strives
to increase WOU’s research funding and grants, and the
principal investigators and research-based publications.
In so doing, it aims to position WOU as an academic
institution that supports and excels in research-based
activities. Findings from research carried out by faculty
members will definitely help to improve the quality of
learning and teaching at the University.

FOR
INNOVATIVE
AND
HOLISTIC
LEARNING
The Centre for Foundation Studies (CFS) is known among
WOU students for its role in delivering the General Education
Subjects (MPU) required by the Ministry of Higher Education
to inculcate patriotism, unity and social responsibility. It also
provides preparatory University courses to equip learners
with employability skills.
The MPU courses include Hubungan Etnik, Malaysian
Studies 3, Decision Making Skills, Comparative Religions
and Human Rights, while the University courses cover
communication, writing and study skills.
What needs to be highlighted is that the Centre also
plays an instrumental role in offering certificate-level
programmes, short courses and soft skills-based courses for
the public. It has initiated partnerships with other bodies to
run professional development courses and is also offering
tailor-made courses to various agencies and the public.
It does this while supporting WOU’s Schools through other
courses and programmes needed for students, especially
to strengthen their soft skills. It also provides psychosocial
support and programmes for students to transition to
studying at WOU.
Led by Senior Lecturer Jasmine Emmanuel, the Centre’s
overall vision is to provide innovative and holistic teaching
and learning to all WOU students. In so doing, it continuously
reviews and updates courses so that they are relevant to the
current needs of the institution and workplace.
A key area that CFS is involved in is development of
research, especially research projects pertinent to student
engagement, satisfaction and adjustment to university life.
CFS, along with the tutors, supports students to understand
the learning expectations and clarify strategies for learning.
It helps new students to make the transition into an ODL
environment as they pursue the courses in their programmes.
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 Bangunan Wawasan lies adjacent to Bangunan UAB, which
houses Khazanah Nasional.

 Front entrance to the city campus.
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At a glimpse:
> Located within the George Town inner city which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
> Sited adjacent to Penang Science Cluster, a centre that promotes projects on science,
technology and engineering.
> Comprises the School of Digital Technology, high-tech labs, co-working spaces, seminar
rooms and discussion lounge within a built-up area of 9,217 sq ft.
> Aims to reinforce Penang as an education hub with courses to address IR 4.0 issues.
> Close proximity to public transport, ferry terminal, food outlets and banks. Surrounded
by pedestrian-friendly pathways.

 Ground floor space allotted for the School of Digital Technology.

COVER STORY

STRENGTHENING PENANG AS AN EDUCATION HUB
As a premier open distance learning (ODL) institution,
WOU is rising to the challenge in the midst of an uncertain
period brought about by a worldwide pandemic, to help
position Penang as an education hub in Malaysia and the
region.
True to its motto ‘Think Tomorrow’, the University is gearing
up to connect with the community more extensively and
address the skills gap among the workforce in light of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (IR 4.0).
WOU has decided to take over Bangunan Wawasan at
no. 7 China Street Ghaut, George Town, to deliver futurefocused higher education in various disciplines, particularly
the fields of technology and digital literacy.
The new School of Digital Technology (DiGiT) will operate
from this vantage point, with plans to collaborate with many
organisations and institutions to bring optimum benefit to
students.
With plans to recruit a highly qualified faculty, DiGiT will
offer a range of programmes in the fields of technology that
cut across multiple disciplines - from business to
computing technology to the creative industry.
The School aspires to support the nation’s demand for
a more technologically savvy workforce by producing
graduates with required skill sets to meet the changing
needs of industry.
“Bangunan Wawasan is earmarked to be a central hub
for interaction, incubation and innovation of ideas for the
University specifically, and the business zone in general,”
explained WOU’s Chief Operating Officer Yeong Sik
Kheong.
The building will house “facilities to support the new Digital
Technology programmes promoted by the University”,
including seminar rooms, labs, co-working spaces and a
discussion lounge.
“Bangunan Wawasan will be re-positioned as the frontal
icon of the University in that development zone,” he added.
“It will also provide common ground for the cultivation of
innovative ideas between students, faculty and industry.”
Mr Yeong said that the University is presently in the midst
of discussions to realise these intentions. Penang has
the potential to make a bigger impact on the national
consensus and in people’s minds as a vibrant education
hub. WOU seeks to further push this agenda for the sake of
the state, the community, the students and the University
itself.

A THRIVING LEARNING CENTRE TO REVITALISE
GEORGE TOWN
The heritage precinct in the inner city of George Town is an
ideal site for the campus – as the University aims to produce
future-ready talents through DiGiT with its transformative
teaching and learning. The area is vibrant and thriving, with
easy access to bustling street vendors, eateries showcasing
foods of diverse cultures, public transport, banks, financial
institutions and other amenities.
This strategically located Bangunan Wawasan will help
launch the University’s higher education efforts in the
heart of George Town. The city campus, once operational,
is designed to rejuvenate George Town in the field of
higher education and revitalise the heritage zones and the
community at large.
This mission to help rejuvenate George Town with the
new campus will demand a strong commitment from the
University’s management and faculty. It needs targeted
investments to build the study facilities, infrastructure and
services for optimum student learning experience.
HISTORY AND LOCATION PROVIDE ADDED
SIGNIFICANCE
China Street is one of the commercial streets in George
Town. It used to end at the sea until the end of the 19th
century when land reclamation allowed it to be extended
as China Street Ghaut – on which Bangunan Wawasan sits.
Built in the 1930s, Bangunan Wawasan has undergone
renovation and refurbishing to cater to various purposes
over the years. It most recently housed DISTED College’s
School of Hospitality. The building is located in the central
business district of George Town and within the core zone
of the UNESCO site.
Bangunan Wawasan is nestled next to two other heritage
buildings, the UAB Building which houses Khazanah
Nasional’s Penang office and Wisma Yeap Chor Ee which
contains the Penang Science Cluster (PSC). PSC is an
industry-led initiative set up in collaboration with the
Penang State Government to spark interest in science and
technology.
Penang’s streetscapes are being transformed into
pedestrian-friendly public spaces. The facelift for the 200m
stretch of China Street Ghaut was funded by the Penang
Island City Council and Think City, a special project vehicle
set up by Khazanah. The effort, helmed by the George Town
Conservation and Development Corporation, provides
wider and shaded footpaths, seating facilities and other
benefits for a more friendly and liveable environment.
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INSIGHTS

Looking for practical tips to make your writing punchy and stimulating? Former Wall
Street Journal senior editor Shani Raja shares the ingredients of a ‘secret sauce’ for
sharp, crisp and captivating penmanship.

1. SIMPLICITY

Simplicity makes your writing light and punchy as you
remove needless fluff, flowery language and longwindedness that make for a tiring read.
> Use familiar language.
Choose plain words to needlessly official, flowery or
fancy expressions, like ‘use’ instead of ‘utilise’ and ‘start’
for ‘commence’.
> Use as few words as possible.
Keeping your writing as tight as possible by deleting
unnecessary words will make the sentences punchy.
Steer clear of redundant words, filler words, repetition
and rambling.
> Uncomplicate your ideas.
Avoid complicated or long winded ways of saying simple
things. Get your ideas down to their simplest form. You
can dress them up later if you need to.

2. CLARITY

Clarity makes your writing neat, incisive and focused for
easy understanding.
> Avoid curly sentences.
Take the trouble to make your ideas really crisp and
really sharp so that readers get it the first time around.
> Shun jargon.
Jargon words and buzzwords like "value-added
solutions," "stakeholders" and "medium-term outlook"
are vague and therefore don't carry your meaning
across very well. Better to use expressions that nail down
precisely what you mean.
> Prevent ambiguity.
Try to erase any trace of ambiguity from your writing.
Example: “Trico bought Starfish last year. Since then, the
company has failed to report a profit.” Which company
failed to report a profit, Trico or Starfish? Consider
whether anything you say may be taken to mean
something different. So read back your work through the
eyes of a first-time reader.

*

> Use punctuation carefully.
Pay attention to how you use your punctuation because
misplaced punctuation, like a simple misplaced comma,
can change the meaning of a sentence.

3. ELEGANCE

Elegance gives order and flow to your writing.
> Give sentences rhythm.
A sentence may seem too long or short compared with
others that are nearby; a string of sentences feels too
monotonous; or a sentence goes on for too long because
it has too many ideas in it. You may want to split long
sentences into two sentences to improve the rhythm.
> Give ideas structure.
Writing flows well when the ideas are arranged neatly rather than stating just one relevant point after another in
a random way.
Think of your pieces as containing points that can be
organised into sections or bigger blocks of ideas, and then
arrange those sections in the most elegant way to create
better flow between each block. In other words, identify the
main sections in a narrative, then link them up elegantly to
create the best flow of ideas from start to finish.

4. EVOCATIVENESS

Enhance evocativeness by making your writing
engaging and captivating.
> Use stimulating words.
You can take a fairly bland, dry or technical writing
sentence, add a few colourful words here and there, and
make the piece of writing come to life. Don’t overdo it,
but where possible try to create stimulating pictures,
sensations or emotions for your readers.
> Use active sentences.
Use active sentences instead of passive sentences. The
picture forms more quickly in a reader's mind when you
say things in this active way.

Extracted from ‘Secret Sauce of Great Writing’, one of Udemy’s most popular free courses.
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FEATURE

 Dato' Mansor Othman (Malaysiakini pic)

 Datuk Dr Yusof Yacob (NSTP pic)

 Dr Maszlee Malik (Bernama pic)

How will the face of education change, not only in the
throes of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (IR 4.0) but
also in the post-pandemic era?

MoU or collaboration with industries, especially industries
using IR 4.0. Research must be strengthened and have an
element of innovation in all fields towards IR 4.0.”

Numerous important views from both authorities and
industry experts were heard in Kuala Lumpur when the
National Education and Learning Summit was held there
on 28 July 2020. The conference was organised by
Kingsley Strategic Institute for Asia Pacific in collaboration
with the National Association of Private Educational
Institutions and Malaysian Association of Private Colleges
and Universities.

He said that if Malaysia is to compete on the global stage,
higher learning institutions must produce graduates with
the required knowledge and skills for the workforce and
with “high societal values”. “We give them knowledge but if
they have no morals, are corrupt, no integrity, it’s not good
for the future of our country,” he said.

Deputy Minister of Higher Education Dato’ Mansor
Othman, in his opening keynote address titled Rethinking
Malaysian Education: Gearing Up for the 4th Industrial
Revolution, called on universities to prepare their curricula,
academicians and students for IR 4.0. He spoke about the
Ministry’s own IR 4.0 Action Plan Framework to deliver
quality education and equip the nation’s workforce to face
the challenges of the 21st century.
Besides future-ready curricula, he also mentioned Education
4.0 initiatives like embracing new technologies (e.g. artificial
intelligence and big data analytics) and lifelong learning for
all. He also stressed on the need for multi-skilled and multidisciplinary learners for the future job market.
Datuk Dr Yusof Yacob, Sabah State Minister of Education
and Innovation, pointed out that IR 4.0 increases
productivity by 20% and efficiency by 30%, while reducing
costs by 20%.
He called on colleges, training centres and universities to
transform their curricula, subjects and methods in line with
the future needs of relevant industries under IR 4.0. “New
knowledge should be given to the teachers and lecturers,”
he said. “Every higher learning institution should have an

Former Minister of Education Dr Maszlee Malik
highlighted the need to have a relook of education in the
current climate. He said holding online classes without
good content would defeat the purpose of online learning.
Accumulating micro-credentials is the way forward to
getting a certificate, diploma or degree towards producing
quality teaching professionals, he added.
Dr Maszlee shared his own experience in taking online
courses at Ivy League universities in the US and Australia,
where the content was creative, interactive and interesting,
and lamented the lack of such material in our local public
universities. He urged public universities to buy content
or collaborate with other public universities, local private
universities, or universities abroad to develop content.
He listed a few principles as a way forward for education
in Malaysia. “First and foremost, it must be a value-based
education,” he said. Humanising individuals by instilling
values within the hearts and souls of citizens must be the
main purpose of education. “Citizens without values are
citizens that will destroy the country.”
Dr Maszlee also stressed on the importance of quality in
teachers, teaching and curricula. Lastly he touched on
equity in education. Rural areas must be fully equipped with
Internet connection, he said.
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The National Education and Learning Summit 2020 was held in Kuala Lumpur on 28 July 2020, providing a platform for
those involved in education to share their insights, concerns and proposals regarding the nation's education sector.
The day-long summit was organised by Kingsley Strategic Institute for Asia Pacific in collaboration with National Association
of Private Educational Institutions (NAPEI) and Malaysian Association of Private Colleges and Universities (MAPCU).

MORE CLOSURES
EXPECTED WITHOUT
GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT
Speaking on Policies
and the Role of the
Higher Education Sector,
Assoc
Prof
Elajsolan
Mohan,
President
of
NAPEI, highlighted that
private higher education
currently
contributes
close to RM40 billion to
the country’s GDP, with
potential to reach RM80
billion by 2030.
He pointed out that about 500,000 students sit for the
SPM exam every year. Some 20% to 25% do not proceed
to tertiary institutions, signifying loss of human capital
development.
There are currently 440 PHEIs in Malaysia, of which 54 are
universities, 10 foreign branch campuses, 37 university
colleges and 339 colleges. He noted that 33 PHEIs
closed down in 2017, 23 in 2018, and 8 colleges and two
university colleges in 2019.
Adding that 69 have closed down thus far this year, he
cautioned that more would follow suit without future
support from government agencies or Ministry of Finance.
“Among the existing, only about 51% have been making
profits whereas 49% suffer losses,” he said.
Assoc Prof Elajsolan also lamented the lack of proper
policies to produce a knowledgeable, high-skilled and
holistic workforce, and to build technopreneurs among
graduates. He called for a restructuring of the loan system
under the National Higher Education Fund Corporation
(PTPTN) to enable more people, particularly from lower
income groups, to have access to tertiary education.
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Six leaders of Malaysian private higher education
institutions (PHEIs) participated in the Vice
Chancellor’s panel 
session on Ensuring the
Relevance of Tertiary Education in an Industry 4.0
World. Prof Dato’ Dr Ansary Ahmed, Founding
President and CEO of Asia E University, acted as
the moderator.
UNIVERSITIES RELEVANT BUT NOT IN CURRENT FORM
Prof Dr Sulochana Nair, Vice Chancellor of Binary University,
said the pandemic has opened up the weaknesses of the
education ecosystem. It has shown the need for changes,
such as in the Higher Education Ministry’s role from being a
regulator to a facilitator.
She stressed that the university is still relevant but not in its
current form. In the future, lecturers may be brought in to
teach a course for just one semester or deliver programmes
without being attached to any university, with learning
delivered mostly on online platforms.
She said universities must train students to be critical
thinkers, and to be adaptive, flexible and able to work
beyond their disciplines. This is because those who are
adaptable and flexible can easily learn more on the job,
she stressed.
International University of Malaya-Wales (IUMW) Vice
Chancellor Tay Kay Luan said the pandemic and Movement
Control Order (MCO) have caused a drastic drop of up to
60% in student recruitment and enrolment at private higher
education institutions.
He said IUMW is now focusing its efforts on online
delivery and training, and on development of its faculty.
He emphasised the need for private universities to work
collectively. New partnerships between educational
institutions and the industry should also be forged.
KNOWLEDGE OF DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES VITAL
WOU Chief Executive and Vice Chancellor Prof Dr Lily Chan
said the University aims to look into making personalised

FEATURE

 Prof Dr Lily Chan

 Prof Zita Mohd Fahmi (QUEST pic)

 Mr Tay Kay Luan (AICB pic)

 Prof Dr Sulochana Nair
(World Bank Group pic)

 Prof Dato’ Dr Khalid Yusoff
(UCSI pic)

 Prof Graham Kendall (University of
Nottingham Malaysia pic)

adaptive learning happen for students. This would take into
account learner diversity, performance and speed of learning.
Some top universities in the world are already doing this.
As an open distance learning (ODL) institution, WOU can
offer programmes and be relevant in the IR 4.0 world since its
students are mostly working adults. She stated that WOU must
however take another look at its curriculum, re-prioritising some
of the skills that the students need to learn, like communication
and digital literacy which are important in today’s environment.
She suggested offering foundation courses in simple coding to
every student who enters the University.
Prof Chan said that learners today must have knowledge of
different disciplines. She cited as an example knowledge
of digital literacy, climatic changes, social aspects and
communication for an engineering student. “So how do
we integrate knowledge from different disciplines and
re-imagine education curriculum in the future?” she said,
prodding the participants to think.
Responding to a query on how important lifelong learning
is in the IR 4.0 era, she said: “We need to work with industry.
Courses can be blended if the students are in industry. Can
we round up technicians and engineers in similar industries
to work with universities like WOU to provide learning? This
may or may not need to lead to a degree. We can do a lot of
simulation, as a new innovation in teaching.”
UPGRADE QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM FOR LEARNING
Prof Zita Mohd Fahmi, Vice Chancellor of Quest
International University, said the current quality assurance
(QA) system must transform in view of changes within
universities and their programmes, in response to Covid-19.
She said an online degree and a conventional degree
must be of the same quality, with QA being an important

instrument to assess the learning. She said universities
should think creatively about how to embed the expected
competencies – such as agility, adaptiveness, cognitive skill,
resilience, technological competence, lifelong learning - in
the programmes.
She added that the scenario brought by Covid-19 has
illustrated the need for consultation, fast communication
and quick decision-making. She cited the need for
immediate training to prepare lecturers, systems and
students for online teaching and learning during the
pandemic.
Senior Prof Dato’ Dr Khalid Yusoff, Vice Chancellor and
President of UCSI University, said that as we embrace IR
4.0 universities must expand their roles to train citizens for
the future. He urged the institutions not to neglect human
elements like critical thinking, innovative thinking and
creative thinking.
Prof Graham Kendall, Provost and CEO of Univesity of
Nottingham Malaysia, asked the crowd to imagine a future
world where robots deliver lectures.
He shared that for him, IR 4.0 is the merging of the physical
and the digital world. He stated that people are already
talking about IR 5.0, with one definition describing it as
when machines really show intelligence. “But we need to
define what machine intelligence is,” he added.
He then issued a challenge for Malaysia or any public-private
partnership to take up, which is to have a robot deliver an
undergraduate lecture and answer any questions from the
students, and at the end of that lecture, the students do not
know that they have had a lecture from a robot. He felt that
this is something to aim for and would set us apart from the
rest of the world.
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When it comes to writing a good literature review for
psychology research, one might presume it to be so
hard and formidable that it causes - from the subject’s
own terminology - PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder).
Seriously though, there are tools that students can learn to
overcome this problem by presenting their information in an
easy-to-understand manner.
The School of Education, Humanities and Social Sciences
(SEHS) organised an online public talk on Writing Literature
Review for Psychology Research on 8 August 2020. The
session featuring SEHS lecturer Dr Chong Chew Wuei was
streamed live on Microsoft Teams and attended by about 40
participants, including students and lecturers of WOU and
other institutions.
Dr Chong shared his own vast experience in writing literature
reviews as a student and an academic. He stressed that
learners must read, summarise and integrate information
from extensive published works so that they can justify how
their ideas concur with the larger conversation of a particular
topic.

 Dr Chong showed how to write a good literature review.

the benefits of conducting effective online research, and
showed how to select and summarise relevant and essential
literature. He demonstrated the process he used for online
research while engaging the participants in the exercise as
well. He also invited participants to share the challenges
they faced when undertaking literature survey and discussed
ways these can be resolved.
Touching on writing style, he pointed to the contrast
between an ineffective writing style, which is common,
and an effective one. He gave tips for good academic
writing, including how to plan the outline of a review before
engaging in the writing.

There are two main components of literature review writing content and writing style. On content, Dr Chong highlighted

He also discussed and gave suggestions on how to generate
good research rationale.

Prospective students attending an online preview for the
Diploma in Early Childhood Education (DECE) and Master
of Education (MEd) programmes on 20 August 2020 were
offered incentives if they enrolled in either of them at WOU.
The incentives are also provided to members of Persatuan
Guru Tadika Malaysia (PGTM), the national association for
pre-school teachers.

Education meet its target for certified Early Childhood
Education (ECE) teachers by 2020. Students can complete
the 90-credit programme in 8 to 11 semesters.

Ipoh Regional Centre Director Ching Huey Ling announced
that learners for the September 2020 or January 2021
intakes successfully enrolling before Sept 30 can have their
fees locked in to avoid any future revisions.
She also revealed that WOU provides computer subsidy to
learners as part of its effort to facilitate online learning. In
addition, the new students of DECE with a monthly income
of RM4,500 and below will receive a one-off bursary award
worth RM500.
Earlier during the session, Prof Dr Anna Christina Abdullah
from the School of Education, Humanities and Social
Sciences (SEHS) explained that the DECE programme was
launched in January 2017 to help the Ministry of Higher
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Meanwhile, SEHS lecturer Dr Christine Por Fei Ping shared
that the 46-credit Master of Education programme can be
completed over 4 to 5 semesters or within 2 years. WOU
offers the MEd in three fields of specialisation - Teaching
English as a Second Language (TESL), Educational
Management and e-Learning – while another in Early
Childhood Education will be launched by 2021.
The session streamed live on Zoom was attended by 98
participants, including members of PGTM.
 Prof Anna explains about DECE.

 Ching highlights the fee promotions.
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If there is any professional in the online sphere who truly
appreciates the importance of time-sensitive work, it has to
be a journalist. For many years now, Opalyn Mok has been
at the forefront of reporting breaking news to the world
moments after they happen.
Drawing on this experience, the Malay Mail senior
correspondent based in Penang has elevated her work as a
final-year student to highly productive levels.
The Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in English Studies (BAES)
student has been on the Dean’s List for seven semesters. Her
achievement has included attaining a 4.0 CGPA over four
semesters. She entered WOU through APEL (Accreditation
of Prior Experiential Learning), using her SPM qualification
plus 20 years of experience as a journalist.
Mok recently shared valuable tips on handling studies,
assignments, time management and motivation in an online
forum. The webinar titled Discover the Pathway to Success in
Distance Education was organised by the School of Education,
Humanities and Social Sciences on 12 September 2020.

She stressed that an
online
learner
must
focus, which she does by
shutting down all social
media when studying,
having
delegated
household chores to
her husband and two
children.
Instead of memorising,
she prefers to read to
understand before using her own words to tell the story
while keeping the language simple. “Believe in yourself, do
not compare with others, focus on your own achievements,”
she said. She often downloads articles, e-books and research
journals while killing time on her job, using the research to
later complete her assignments.
Mok’s golden hour to read, do assignments, or relax her
mind with novels or television is the two hours up to midnight
on weekdays after her children have slept.

 Dr Mohammad shared on building selfresilience.

Individuals in society
face a multitude of
challenges in life,
but not many know
how to overcome
them. According to
a local psychiatrist,
a key factor towards
achieving this is in
building our internal
and external resources
to become resilient.
Assoc Prof Dr Mohammad Abdul Rahman said how we
handle challenges, such as loss of jobs or loved ones,
depends on our self-resilience. Those unable to cope will
feel fear, anxiety or depression, possibly leading to selfharm or suicide.
Dr Mohammad, a lecturer at the Universiti Kuala Lumpur
Royal College of Medicine Perak (UniKL RCMP), was
speaking at an online public talk on Self-Reliance in the
Face of Adversity on 13 September 2020. The event was
organised by WOU’s Centre for Foundation Studies.

He said resilient people enjoy a calm, harmonious and
balanced life, and experience self-satisfaction. But how can
one go about attaining such a state?
He elaborated that our internal resources of self-resilience
include our defences, coping mechanism, immune system
and fitness. The external resources include the human support
system, finances, social status and the environment we exist in.
Dr Mohammad shared that the immune system can be
improved through food and nutrition, rest and recuperation,
fitness, exercise, good lifestyle and health. He added that our
human support system - parents, friends, and social factors
like status, finances, job and relationships, along with a calm
and conducive external environment - also strengthen our
resilience.
Dr Mohammad stressed that people can build self-resilience
by being adaptable and moving forward with a self-reflection
of their strengths and weaknesses.
He suggested being thankful, choosing supportive friends,
having a right purpose and adopting an “I can” mindset to
develop positive thinking.
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Armed with a diploma, Chok Whai Keat enrolled in the
Commonwealth Executive MBA (CeMBA) programme at
WOU, thanks to his more than 14 years of related work
experience that was recognised through Accreditation of
Prior Experiential Learning (APEL).
The 38-year-old Ipoh lad holds a Diploma in Business
Management from a private college. Having seen for himself
the value of work experience, Chok aspires to enhance it
even further after completing his MBA. He hopes the degree
will help him gain employment opportunities abroad.
Chok has been an area supervisor for a large multinational
corporation since April 2017. He manages sales and
merchandising in Ipoh and Taiping, working with a team
of more than 30 people that include area executives,
distributors and sales representatives.
Since joining the company in 2008, he has attended
several training courses provided by his employer on
matters like managing effectiveness, consumer behaviour
and problem-solving, all of which he finds useful in his
current job.
Chok is appreciative of the subjects in the programme
as they teach him about decision-making and current
business trends. He completed two courses - Operations
Management and Management in Organisations - in his first
semester after enrolling in January 2020. He is now taking
Economic Environment of Business and Managing Human
Resources.

 Chok with his adoring kids, Perry and Poppy (right).

He has found that the open distance learning (ODL) structure
suits him. With time management and personal discipline,
he is able to juggle the commitments of his family, work
and studies. Always mindful of his priorities, he takes two
courses per semester to ensure his studies do not disrupt
his family life.
Chok is married to a Hong Konger and they have a threeyear-old daughter, Poppy, and seven-month-old son, Perry.
He credits his children as sources of motivation in achieving
his goals. “I decided to lead by example so as to be a positive
influence and show them that their daddy can make it, and
that education is important for success,” he said.
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